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Truffaut film lacks vitality of previous efforts
Anne later returns to Paris, this

time with Muriel, who has finally
decided to give herself to Claude.
He is amazed and backs off.

Anne am' Muriel return to

Wales, where Anne dies of
tuberculosis. Muriel decides to
teach in Brussels but stops off in

Calais for a rendevous with Claude,
and their love for one another
finally is consummated.

The movie is uncomfortable; the
viewer is run through the very dregs
of boredom in order to reach a few

Two English Girls is another
Francois Truffant adaptation or
one of Henri Pierre Roche's novels,
the first being Jules and Jim. And
while Jules and Jim was a charming
and intense film, this latest release
is not -- but not for lack of trying.

Truffaut's latest films have been
market! by a reserve, a gentleness
and melancholy entirely apart from
the exuberant flow that brought
Truffaut to the fore as a filmmaker.
In fact, much disappointment has
been found in Truffaut's more

The story is set at the turn of
the century in Paris and the Welsh

countryside. Visiting in Paris, Anne

Browne, played adequately by Kika

Markham, meets Claude Roc, an

aspiring writer and friend of the

family. The two begin a

stimulating, Platonic relationship
but always under the shadow of
Anne's absent sister Muriel.

Claude visits the Browne's in

Wales and there falls for Muriel. She

rejects him, so he returns to Paris
and takes up a life of women and
urt.

exception of The Wild Child.
Two English Girls is reminiscent

of Jules and Jim in that each
involves a love triangle, the latter
with a female in the center and the
former with a male in the center.
But the similarities stop there.

Joan-Pierr- Leauri, a long-tim- e

favorite of Truffaut, is badly
miscast in the role of Claude.

The females in this film are

sisters. They are both exhaustingly
messed up sexually and terribly
emotional in their martyr-lik- e

sacrifices for one another. touching scenes of tenderness.recent films, with the outstanding
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Could you make better contacts with contacts?
There arc times hen

cjlasses can get in the way of
a meaningful interpersonal
relationship. So mabe your
glasses shouldn t he glasses
at all. Contact lenses might
suit you better.

Especially if you require

thick-lenser- i spectacles, contacts

may help your appearance and
take a load off the bridge of

your nose. Because contacts rest

directly on the eye, side vision is

generally improved. And, of

course, there arc no frames to be
conscious of, to handle, or to

break. In fact, nobody need
know you ear glasses at all.

Visit us soon and find
out how easy it can be to
switch to contacts. Our complete
professional optician service
assures your total satisfaction.
After that, it's up to you.

Because nothing you wear is as important as your glasses.

t!ygry A rn.'ir-.b?-r of th Opticians A',ociation of America

S3 Lincoln: 1324 "O" St. 432-965- 2 840 N. 48th St. 466-192- 4
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